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BIOGRAPHY
Kelly Richey is an award-winning and 

seasoned singer-songwriter, published writer, 
public speaker, guitar teacher, workshop leader, 
certified Life Coach, and certified facilitator for 
Women Writing for (a) Change. The Kelly Richey 
Band has toured all over the world during her 
35-year career in music. Kelly has recorded 16 
albums and a live DVD on her own record label, 
Sweet Lucy Records.

As a guitar instructor, Richey is part of the 
TrueFire.com family where she maintains an 
online virtual classroom and has two TrueFire 
guitar instruction DVD series. As a lifetime 
entrepreneur, she has produced over 200 guitar 
instruction videos that make up a three-volume 
series called Blues On Steroids (available as 
a stand-alone and used to support students in 
person or via Skype), and has students enrolled 
from all over the world. Kelly has been an Artist 
on Tour for the Cincinnati Arts Association 
since 2003, and taught adult education at Butler 
Technologies Vocational School since 2005.

http://truefire.com/
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PROGRAM
Renowned singer-songwriter Kelly Richey’s dyslexia was undiagnosed during her school years, 

which made reading very difficult and presented many challenges and obstacles, most notably when it 
came to self-esteem. Today, Kelly’s greatest pleasure is sharing her story with students and teaching 
and inspiring them to overcome their own obstacles through creative self-expression. Using interactive, 
timed creative writing exercises called “fast writes,” Kelly helps students express themselves in an 
emotionally safe environment. Kelly’s innovative workshops help students learn to “self-express” 
through journaling and poetry. The workshops are interactive and fun and include a mini-concert where 
Kelly shows the students firsthand just what is possible if you work hard and believe in yourself.

Objective: 
Students can learn to “self-express” through journaling and poetry. The following are a list of topics 

for writing exercises to be used to build self-esteem.
 � Lesson Plan 1: The Inner Critic
 � Lesson Plan 2: The Procrastinator 
 � Lesson Plan 3: The Muse

Objective:
A pre-program guide to prepare students for thoughtful discussion around the following topics. See 

articles attached for students to read so they are prepared to thoughtfully discuss the following topics.

Topics Discussed:
 � Self-Worth and Healthy Self-Esteem
 � Taking Action
 � Creative Outlets

Kelly Richey also Discusses: 
 � Bibliography of Kelly Richey’s Favorite Books
 � List of Kelly Richey’s Biggest Influences as an Artist 
 � Self Expression through Songs; Original and Cover Material

Lesson Plans:
 � The Inner CrITIC: Students will get to know their Inner Critic and discover life-changing ways to make 

your Inner Critic your best friend.
 � The ProCrasTInaTor: Students will gain an understanding of the importance of taking action in order 

to build healthy self-esteem.
 � The Muse: Students will learn the importance of having creative outlets in order to build healthy self-

esteem.
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LessOn PLAn #1 — THe InneR CRITIC
See article on pp. 4-5 for students to read so they are prepared to thoughtfully discuss the following 
topics.

Topic to be discussed: 
Self-Worth and Healthy Self-Esteem

Objective: 
Students will learn to “self-express” through the writing process.

Lesson:

5 Minute Introduction – Kelly Richey will share the story of her struggle to overcome learning 
disabilities, make peace with her Inner Critic, and build healthy self-esteem.

5 Minute Class Discussion – About the Inner Critic and how that relates to self-esteem. 
10 Minute Fast Write “Writing Exercise”: For 10 minutes the students will write to one of 
the following writing prompts: (Practice following first thoughts…next thoughts, without 
censoring yourself.)
1. How does the Inner Critic show up in my life?
2. What is the Inner Critic trying to tell me?
3. What role does the Inner Critic play in my life?

10 Minute Fast Write “Writing Exercise”: For 10 minutes the students will write to one of 
the following writing prompts: (Practice following first thoughts…next thoughts, without 
censoring yourself.)
1. Write a letter to your Inner Critic.
2. Have your Inner Critic write a letter to you.
3. Pick a line from something you’ve learned that speaks to you.

10 Minute Class Discussion – Students will share what they learned about their Inner Critic, 
ways to enroll their Inner Critic as a friend, and how this relates to building self-esteem.
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THe InneR CRITIC: ACCePTInG OURseLVes
Have students read the following article before the program, and be prepared to discuss the topic of the 
Inner Critic and it’s impact on our self-esteem.

10 LIfe-CHAnGInG fACTs TO HeAL THe InneR CRITIC

BY: GAIL BRenneR

“We can only be said to be alive in those moments when our hearts are conscious of our treasures.” 
~Thornton Wilder

Let’s tell the truth. If you feel held back in any area of your life and have the sense that there must 
be something more, your inner critic is alive and well. There is nothing helpful about the way the inner 
critic guides you. Who finds it supportive to be incessantly doubted, devalued, and deflated?

But there is a light at the end of the tunnel. If you learn to recognize the inner critic in all its disguises 
and commit to no longer letting this voice dominate you, you can return to wholeness. After all, you in 
all your awesome glory, are not limited, needy, scared, and small. You are vast and spacious, infinitely 
creative and endlessly at peace.

Study these facts about the inner critic, then apply them to your own experience – relentlessly. 
The thoughts may remain, but they will lose their power over you. After all, would you tolerate for one 
second someone else saying the things to you that you say to yourself? Don’t wait one more second to 
reclaim the life that is rightfully yours.

10 LIfe-CHAnGInG fACTs

1. Self-critical thoughts mask the truth. Do you believe that you are incapable or unworthy? These 
beliefs hide your inherent wholeness, enthusiasm, and potential.

2. The past doesn’t predict the future. The root of self-critical thoughts is in our experiences in the 
past. News flash: The past is over. See yourself and the situations you are in with the innocent eyes 
of a child. You will realize that the conclusions you drew from the past no longer apply. Who are you 
now?

3. The inner critic is a habitual way of thinking. As with any habit, you need to study how it arises and 
plays out. What triggers it? What does it say? How does it make you feel in your body? What does it 
make you do or not do as a consequence? As you get to know it intimately, you see it for what it is – 
thoughts, feelings, physical sensations – and it begins to no longer define who you are.

4. The inner critical voice is learned. It is not naturally occurring or present at birth, which is very good 
news. It is a layer of conditioning that is absolutely possible to unwind. As it loosens its grip on you, 
the unconditioned you begins to shine through – light, joyful, alive, happy, open.

5  Self-criticism may be at the root of unhealthy tendencies and addictions. When the inner critic 
goes unattended, it can lead to all sorts of trouble – making poor relationship choices, abusing 
substances, accepting “good enough” and giving up on your passions and interests, sustained 
unhappiness and dissatisfaction. Make it a priority to reflect on your thoughts and feelings. Learn 
what subtle patterns underlie your discontent, and address them. This is the path that will set you 
free.

http://gailbrenner.com/author/gail/
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6. Believing self-critical thoughts creates separation. Do you feel alone, abnormal, not a part of this 
world, unworthy? Then the inner critic is in control. You are believing thoughts without checking to 
see if they are actually true. Investigate them, and simply say, “No thank you,” to thoughts that don’t 
serve your happiness and well being.

7. Love heals. The inner critic is built on the illusion that you are damaged, lacking, or insufficient. 
Rather than continuing to live according to these false stories, welcome the hurt feelings into your 
tender, open heart. Receive them with kindness, and you will know firsthand that love heals.

8. Inattention and ignoring feed the inner critic. Instead, turn to face these challenging parts of 
yourself. With compassion, lean into the hardest places. Learn about them with open-hearted 
curiosity. They can’t help but surrender in the face of love and acceptance. Then they begin to lose 
their power over you.

9. The inner critic might be protecting you. These nagging and demeaning thoughts might be keeping 
you from realizing your inherent greatness. As the strength of these thoughts melts away, you may 
find that changes are inevitable – in the realms of work, relationships, how you spend your time. 
Even though you may be afraid, be exhilarated by realigning your life circumstances with the truth of 
who you really are, rather than with the fiction of the inner critic.

10. Funny as it sounds, the goal is not to do away with the inner critic. Don’t resist it in any way. Make 
the radical choice to turn to meet it fully with love and understanding, like you would a hurt and 
lonely child. See it clearly with a laser focus. Even if the thoughts don’t disappear, you will have the 
objectivity to effortlessly let go of what doesn’t serve and cultivate what does.

The inner critic just might be a blessing in disguise. Don’t avoid it any longer or let it define your 
reality. Know it, embrace it, love it, let it melt into the whole of you. 

Then go forth and enjoy!
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LessOn PLAn #2 — THe PROCRAsTInATOR 
See article on pp. 7-8 for students to read so they are prepared to thoughtfully discuss the following 
topics.

Topic to be discussed: 
Taking Actions

Objective: 
Students will learn to “self-express” through the writing process.

Lesson:

5 Minute Introduction – Kelly Richey will share the story of her struggle to overcome learning 
disabilities, make peace with her Inner Critic, and build healthy self-esteem.

5 Minute Class Discussion – About The Procrastinator and how that relates to self-esteem.

10 Minute Fast Write “Writing Exercise”: For 10 minutes the students will write to one of 
the following writing prompts: (Practice following first thoughts…next thoughts, without 
censoring yourself.)
1. How does the Procrastinator show up in my life?
2. What is my Procrastinator afraid of?
3. Pick a line from the poem that speaks to you and write.

10 Minute Fast Write “Writing Exercise”: For 10 minutes the students will write to one of 
the following writing prompts: (Practice following first thoughts…next thoughts, without 
censoring yourself.)
1. What role does your Procrastinator play?
2. How does your Procrastinator make you feel?
3. Write a new job description for the Procrastinator.

10 Minute Class Discussion – Students will share what they learned about The Procrastinator, 
how to enroll The Procrastinator as an ally, and how this relates to building self-esteem.
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PROCRAsTInATIOn? PeRfeCTIOnIsM? 
DOn’T LeT YOUR InneR CRITIC HOLD YOU BACk

BY: DORIs HeLGe, PH.D. © 2013
All of us have a powerful inner critic that sometimes holds us back with critical comments 

and beliefs. When we don’t understand how to work with our negative internal voice and we don’t 
understand that it has our best interests in mind, our misguided inner gremlin blasts us with unpleasant 
chatter like, “You’re not good enough” and warns, “Don’t take a risk. You might fail!”

When we’re entertaining procrastination and perfectionism, we’re traveling The Road of Illusions. 
Our self-sabotage is similar to wearing thick, dark glasses that zap night-time visibility on a foggy street 
devoid of stars or streetlamps.

The path of perfectionism and procrastination is a road of illusions because both are as much a 
choice as deciding to drive after donning shadowy spectacles during the dark of the moon.

ILLUSIONS
Most of our challenges are not inherently as difficult as we tell ourselves. They are difficult because 

we procrastinate and attempt to be perfect before going forward.
We escalate our self-doubt when we fret about what we dislike about a task instead of 

accomplishing one small step at a time. When we ponder the pain of a potential failure, our focus 
magnifies the possibility of incompetency or defeat.

We also cheat ourselves out of appreciating the present moment because we reinforce the nagging 
feeling that we should be doing something else. Clearly, we elevate our stress when we put things off 
instead of taking action. It is procrastination and perfectionism . . . not a specific task . . . that feed fear 
and fatigue.

WHAT’s YOUR ROOT CAUse?

Below is a list of the most common causes of procrastination and perfectionism. Make a note about 
the reasons you sometimes put off activities that really need to be done. Be totally honest with yourself 
so you can gain the most value from this exercise.
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 � Don’t know how to accomplish a goal
 � Lack clear priorities
 � Not truly committed to a goal
 � Resources are overcommitted
 � Feel unsupported
 � Uncomfortable asking for help
 � Manage time poorly
 � Fear the unknown
 � Feel inadequate or unworthy
 � Fear being judged negatively if failure occurs
 � Addicted to the adrenaline rush associated with pressure to achieve at the last minute
 � Fear success. 

Note: This is really fear of change, so I teach my clients to celebrate fear of success and change. 
These common fears are evidence that it’s time to shift your self-image from unworthy or 
unsuccessful to successful and deserving.

WHY DO ALL Of Us ResIsT POsITIVe CHAnGe?

Most people spend far too much time struggling to protect themselves from their fear of failure. They 
don’t understand that fear of success (fear of change) is a much stronger driver.

You’d think that we would eagerly drop old identities like “I’m stuck” and “I can’t have what I want.” 
You’d think we’d hungrily embrace a new self-image like, “I’m an empowered person with choices.” Why 
don’t we?

Humans are hardwired to resist change, even when it’s clearly to our advantage. That’s why the 
fear of changing our core identity is so frightening for most of us that fear of success is one of the most 
stubborn root causes of procrastination and self-sabotage.

THe CHOPPY seA InsIDe ALL Of Us

We are complicated. All of us are continuously influenced by an ocean of unresolved material that 
churns nonstop inside of our brains and bodies. This stormy sea is comprised of our unchallenged 
thoughts, beliefs, attitudes and emotions. It is a tempest that never rests. New cloudbursts are 
constantly seeded by conflicting opinions of friends, family, coworkers, authority figures and the media.

Whew! No wonder you’re sometimes unsure about your core identity. Who are you? What do 
you believe? What do you really want? The good news is that most of your procrastination and 
perfectionism, fear of success and fear of change are muddled by unconscious motives. You can 
rapidly transform your illusions when you take off your self-imposed, foggy glasses and elevate your 
self-awareness.

An excellent way to begin is to make friends with your misguided inner critic. It’s a powerhouse 
of energy that can become immensely useful to you. You created your inner critic as a protective 
mechanism when you were a small child. Thinking you weren’t big enough, strong enough or good 
enough kept you out of trouble with many adults, but your inner critic now needs a new description. It’s 
been working nonstop since you created it, struggling to gain your attention and restrain your personal 
power. You’ve grown up, but your inner voice hasn’t caught up. You’ll gain freedom when you transform 
the old crippling voice of your inner critic into a supportive inner coach.
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LessOn PLAn #3 — THe MUse
See poem on p. 10 for students to read so they are prepared to thoughtfully discuss the following topics.

Topic to be discussed: 
Creative Outlets

Objective: 
Students will learn to “self-express” through the writing process.

Lesson: 

5 Minute Introduction – Kelly Richey will share the story of her struggle to overcome learning 
disabilities, make peace with her Inner Critic, and build healthy self-esteem.

5 Minute Class Discussion – About The Muse and how that relates to self-esteem.

10 Minute Fast Write “Writing Exercise”: For 10 minutes the students will write to one of 
the following writing prompts: (Practice following first thoughts…next thoughts, without 
censoring yourself.)
1. Where do you go for inspiration?
2. What does your Muse need to hear to trigger inspiration…? 
3. Pick a line from the poem that speaks to you.

10 Minute Fast Write “Writing Exercise”: For 10 minutes the students will write to one of 
the following writing prompts: (Practice following first thoughts…next thoughts, without 
censoring yourself.)
1. Write a letter or dialog with your Muse.
2. What are you (the Muse) trying to tell me? 
3. What role does the Muse play in my life?
4. Where do you (the Muse) go when I need you?

10 Minute Class Discussion – Students will share what they learned about The Muse, how to 
enroll The Muse as an inspiration, and how this relates to building self-esteem. 
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MUse On VACATIOn

BY seRen ROBeRTs

Inside my head the cogs are clicking 
Really need oiling with inspiration 
Fast asleep is the main aggressor my muse, 
says he is on vacation. 

Gone are the thoughts 
That keep me awake at night 
Gone are the words 
Forgotten next morning light. 

Muse is asleep snoring quite loudly 
Thought I had tinnitus, ‘til I realized 
Now what can I do to set muse in action 
write without him he won’t be best pleased. 

So I uttered sweet words to muse 
Told him without him I am no-one 
felt my brain cells start to click into gear. 

Think I have the first line of a poem. 
Inside my head all is now ok 
Cogs are turning fine, which I am glad to see 
Muse is busy writing poetry galore. 
Me, I feel like a nap, wake me later with coffee. 


